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DenFlavor Series
The Missing Ingredient providing optimized performance to your product.

DenFlavor Series is a series of flavors for various food applications. 
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Dosage Product Name 
 (%) 

Properties

0,1-0,5

0,1-0,5

DenFlavor Beef roasted beef 12.146

 0,1-0,5

Grow your business with us 

DenFlavor Meat Aroma Ham 10.098

 0,1-0,5

DenFlavor Beef broth stock 12.147

0,1-0,5

DenFlavor Beef gravy natural 12.145

 0,1-0,5

 0,1-0,5 0,1-0,5

 0,1-0,5 0,1-0,5

 0,1-0,5 0,1-0,5

flavor of the cooked beef with 
a note of broth

recommended  for all kind of hams 
to emphasize the boiled meat taste

flavor of the roasted beef 

flavor of the beef gravy, 
without MSG, 

flavor of the cooked checken meat, 
without MSG, for all kind of hams 
and sausages

the aroma of cooked 
poultry, whithout MSG

ideal for luncheon meat and 
sausages to enchance the meat 
note in products

roasted lamb flavor for lamb 
products 

  0,0,11-0,-0,55
roasted flavor, gives products 
charactersitic roasted profile 
with fat note.

0,1-0,2DenDenFlavor Umami 11.307
this product can be used as a 
substitute of MSG

DenFlavor Chicken 11.613

DenFlavor Poultry 11.345

DenFlavor MM Aroma 10.777

DenFlavor Roasted mutton 11.406

DenFlavor Roast mix 10.915
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